first italo ethiopian war wikipedia - the first italo ethiopian war was fought between italy and ethiopia from 1895 to 1896 it originated from a disputed treaty which the italians claimed turned the country into an italian protectorate italy was supported by the two other triple alliance members germany and austria hungary, the battle of adwa african victory in the age of empire - the battle of adwa african victory in the age of empire raymond jonas on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers in 1896 a massive ethiopian army routed an invading italian force and brought italy s conquest of africa to an end in defending its independence, kingdom of italy wikipedia - the kingdom of italy regno d'italia was a state which existed from 1861 when king victor emmanuel ii of sardinia was proclaimed king of italy until 1946 when a constitutional referendum led civil discontent to abandon the monarchy and form the modern italian republic the state was founded as a result of the unification of italy under the influence of the kingdom of sardinia